The design, analysis, fabrication and assembly of an asymptotic plywood gridshell
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Abstract

This paper describes the design, fabrication and assembly of an asymptotic gridshell built of 6mm plywood laths. It was built indoors during a two day workshop with undergraduates in an introductory course of parametric design and digital fabrication. The shape is based on an Enneper surface of threefold rotational symmetry with a boundary baseplate inscribed within a circle of 4.5 m in radius. Utilizing the concept of asymptotic curves, which are surface curves whose osculating plane coincides with the tangent plane of the surface[2], the structure could be built using planar straight laths of plywood made using manually operated drills and saws. The grid was assembled flat, generating bending energy in the laths which made the erection procedure easier working in combination with the geometrical and kinematic properties of the grid [1]. Using plywood laths with slot connections, in combination with structural behaviour linked to the geometrical surface properties, made materials tests and physical models a necessary compliment for the analysis and understanding of its local and global behaviour. This paper will also discuss strategies to improve this concept in terms of stability and performance for future applications.
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